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Book Buzz | Advance Copy Giveaway
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Word of mouth starts h
Build buzz for your forthcoming
titles with our custom-built
advertising options, reaching
booksellers, booklovers and
book-industry decision-markers in
Australia and the region.

Books+Publishing Book Buzz
Stand out from the crowd with your own custom-built newsletter to market your very
best titles.
n

n

n

Book Buzz is an advertiser-sponsored newsletter that offers publishers the opportunity to
promote their titles exclusively to Books+Publishing’s audience—over 6,200 booksellers,
librarians, teachers, publishing professionals and bookish consumers.
Content is tailored to the publisher’s needs and can include (but is not limited to): book
blurbs, reviews, author interview, publisher’s letter, staff quotes, links to chapter samplers,
offers for reading copies and competitions.
The newsletter also includes a banner ad (W 500 x H 150 pixels) and space for a cover
image, internal spreads, an author photo and embedded video.

How it works:
n

n

Publishers select and supply content for the newsletter (in consultation with Books+Publishing’s
editorial team).
Publishers will be sent a proof copy of the newsletter for approval prior to publication.

Price:
n

$2450 inc GST (discounts apply for advertising package deals).

Books+Publishing Book Buzz
What advertisers are saying:
‘What better way to announce Minette Walters’ bold, brilliant and compelling new
book The Last Hours to those who know her best. Book Buzz is a great way to get the
book industry behind, excited and talking about key new releases.’—Tami Rex,
Allen & Unwin
‘Book Buzz is a great tool for communicating directly with people in the book industry.
We particularly liked the freedom we had to tailor the content to suit our aims, and the
response to the giveaway was fantastic.’—Erica Hopkins, Hardie Grant Publishing
‘Books+Publishing’s Book Buzz campaigns have allowed us to reach a targeted
audience and build ground-swell for our books. We’re thrilled with the results.’—Kirsty
Noffke, Simon & Schuster
‘The Book Buzz campaigns enable us to reach a host of readers interested in
the winners of our Dorothy Hewett Award for an Unpublished Manuscript—from
booksellers and librarians, to reviewers and publishing professionals. As hand-selling
in bookshops remains a powerful way that books find their readers, Book Buzz offers
a compelling way to communicate with retailers and forge new relationships.’—Terriann White, UWA Publishing

Books+Publishing Advance Copy Giveaway
n
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The Advance Copy Giveaway offers advertisers some of the interactive, customisable features
of the Book Buzz (including the popular advance copy giveaway) at a lower price point.
The Advance Copy Giveaway runs in one Weekly Book Newsletter and one Daily newsletter,
reaching over 5,700 booksellers, librarians, teachers, publishing professionals and bookish
consumers.
The Advance Copy Giveaway is located prominently above the Latest News in the Weekly
Book Newsletter and Daily newsletter.
Content can include up to 200 words of text (including external links) and a cover image or
author photo. It must include a competition to win at least five advance reading copies of the
book (can be proofs or finished copies).

How it works:
n

Publishers will need to supply the text and JPEG to advertising@thorpe.com.au by 5pm AEST on the Friday prior to publication.
Publishers will not be sent a proof copy for approval prior to publication.

Price:
n

$1650 inc GST (discounts apply for advertising package deals)

For further information contact:
Fi Tunnicliff
Advertising Sales Manager
P +61 3 8517 8321
E advertising@thorpe.com.au

All advertising bookings are made
subject to Thorpe-Bowker’s Advertising
Terms and Conditions.
These can be obtained at:
www.booksandpublishing.com.au.

www.booksandpublishing.com.au

